Migrating to Veeva Vault from
FirstDoc Submissions...
...or an eTMF System is Easy When You’ve Done It So
Many Times.
In 2012, Valiance was the first partner to integrate with Veeva Vault’s API. Today, we provide out-of-thebox support for over thirty GxP software applications, custom applications, and database systems being
migrated to Veeva Vault, eTMF, QualityDocs, Submissions, PromoMats and RIM Suite.
With our unique software, our well-vetted methodology, 100% data verification testing, validation
documentation, and the most experienced team in the business, we’re able to provide the most cost
effective, highest quality results in the business. Out-of-the- box solutions that will get you there faster, at
less cost, and reduced risk. (We have the references to prove it.)
And now we’ve taken it even further. As a direct result of compiling the largest track record for completed
migrations to Veeva Vault, we’ve developed and refined the approach for several types of migrations.

eTMF migrations or FirstDoc Submissions
With Valiance, when you’re migrating from legacy eTMF systems or FirstDoc Submissions you don’t have
to start from scratch. Thanks to our out-of-the-box migration specifications, configured migration, migration
testing software, source system pre-migration testing scripts, and a draft migration qualification protocol.

Small and Medium-sized Businesses (SMB)
Valiance combines our out-of-the-box software, methodology, experience, and draft deliverables with a bit
of support from our clients to deliver additional efficiencies for the SMB marketplace.
Created specifically for the small and medium size business, it provides a fully featured migration process
that includes documents, metadata, versions, renditions, and audit trails - all in-scope. And all delivered with
a comprehensive migration process including 100% testing, source data analysis, pick list value cleansing,
and an out-of-the-box validation package.
Source data may originate from a number of source systems such as Documentum, SharePoint, or file
shares. The only requirement is that the client organizes its data in a mutually acceptable format.
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Migrating to Veeva Vault from
FirstDoc Submissions...
All Valiance migration solutions include the following:
 MIGRATION SCHEDULE - A document that will list each task, each relevant user role and percent time
allocation for each of the user roles

 PRE-MIGRATION TESTING REPORT - A document that lists data gaps or anomalies identified during
pre-migration testing

 DRY RUN RESULTS -

Informal testing of 100% of your data and documents being migrated to Vault

 MAPPING SPECIFICATION -

A document that specifies migration requirements and mapping rules

 MIGRATION QUALIFICATION PROTOCOL -

A standard qualification protocol for your validation team

 MQ SUMMARY REPORT -

A formal document that specifies compliance testing results including
100% testing of the migrated data and content into validation and production environments
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MIGRATION CHALLENGES
•Volume
•Mapping Complexity
•Data Cleansing
•Timeframes

COMPARISON REPORTS

SUMMARY REPORT

Optional 100% Automated Migration Testing and Validation

Proposals and Pricing
Call us at 800.880.4540 to complete a few scoping questions and we will quickly
compile your pricing and proposal.
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